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Abstract Systems-level neurophysiological data reveal
coherent activity that is distributed across large regions of
cortex. This activity is often thought of as an emergent
property of recurrently connected networks. The fact that
this activity is coherent means that populations of neurons
may be thought of as the carriers of information, not
individual neurons. Therefore, systems-level descriptions of
functional activity in the network often find their simplest
form as combinations of the underlying neuronal variables.
In this paper, we provide a general framework for con-

structing low-dimensional dynamical systems that capture
the essential systems-level information contained in large-
scale networks of neurons. We demonstrate that these
dimensionally-reduced models are capable of predicting the
response to previously un-encountered input and that the
coupling between systems-level variables can be used to
reconstruct cellular-level functional connectivities. Further-
more, we show that these models may be constructed even
in the absence of complete information about the underly-
ing network.

Keywords Primary visual cortex . Low-dimensional
characterization . Network connectivity

1 Introduction

Functional processing by neuronal systems is often best
understood as organized, network-wide computation.
Therefore, systems-level descriptors of network activity
often appear to bear little relation to cellular-level variables.
For instance, optical imaging observations of orientation
hyper-columns in primary visual cortex (Bonhoeffer and
Grinvald 1991; Blasdel 1992a, b; Bosking et al. 1997;
Everson et al. 1998) revealed system-level structures that
classical, single electrode measurements of neuronal firing
properties only hinted at (Hubel and Wiesel 1959, 1962,
1977). For this reason, there exists a need for providing a
framework to make a quantitative connection between the
more simplified system-level descriptors and the detailed
variables describing individual neurons.

Finding simplified representations of system dynamics is
a common issue in the analysis of large dynamical systems.
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This problem has been extensively studied in the context of
fluid mechanics (Lumley 1967; Sirovich 1987), weather
prediction (Lorenz 1956), and many other dynamical
systems of interest (Antoulas 2005). Standard methods for
finding simplified representations involve identifying ap-
propriate mathematical subspaces in the system variables,
then performing a change of variables retaining only linear
combinations of the original variables that reside in the
reduced-dimensional subspace.

Dimensional reduction is a common tool that has been
used many times in the neuroscience literature. For
instance, the FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron is a dimensionally
reduced version of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron (FitzHugh
1961; Nagumo et al. 1962). The Integrate-and-Fire neuron
can also be viewed as a dimensionally reduced approxima-
tion to the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron, where the cyclic
dynamics of the Hopf bifurcation in the Hodgkin-Huxley
neuron has been replaced by a boundary reset condition
(Kistler et al. 1997; Knight et al. 2000; Jolivet et al. 2004).

The most common method for identifying coherent sub-
spaces is the singular value decomposition (SVD) (Eckart
and Young 1936). The SVD is a decomposition of a dataset
into a set of eigenvectors (or eigenmodes) that represent
components of the total variance of the dataset. A singular
value is attached to each eigenvector, whose square
indicates the amount of variance in the dataset that the
eigenvector represents. Therefore, retaining eigenvectors
with large singular values is a way of determining a
subspace that represents the bulk of the covarying infor-
mation in the dataset.

The analysis of neural data has made extensive use of
the SVD and other multivariate descriptions of neural
measurements. In particular, the intrinsic signal optical
imaging (Everson et al. 1998; Sornborger et al. 2005),
fMRI (McKeown et al. 1998; Mitra and Pesaran 1999),
EEG (Makeig et al. 1996), MEG (Ikeda and Toyama 2000),
calcium (Broder et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2008) and voltage-
sensitive dye (Sornborger et al. 2003) imaging communities
have all made effective use of the SVD (also known as a
principal components analysis (PCA)), independent com-
ponent analysis and other methods for summarizing
important components of multivariate signals.

We have brought dimensional reduction techniques to
bear on simplifying the description of neuronal network
dynamics. The work presented here attempts to make a
connection between the detailed cellular-level descriptions
used in network models of neuronal tissues and the
system-level descriptive variables used to describe their
functional characteristics. Using data generated by large-
scale numerical simulations, we constructed dimensionally-
reduced models and compared them to the original
model. Specifically, we used an SVD to determine the
appropriate subspace in which to transform the original

dynamical system variables. We then rewrote the original
system of equations in terms of this new, reduced set of
variables.

In the results reported below, we used a simple-cell only
version of a model of layer 4Cα of macaque primary visual
cortex (V1) to study the effectiveness of data-driven
dimensional-reduction methods in neural systems model-
ing. More complicated instantiations of this model have
been used to investigate both simple and complex cell
dynamics (McLaughlin et al. 2000; Wielaard et al. 2001;
Tao et al. 2004), to study the effects of intrinsic network
fluctuations on orientation selectivity (Tao et al. 2006), to
study spontaneous patterns of cortical activity (Cai et al.
2005), and to model the Hikosaka line-motion illusion
(Rangan et al. 2005). While this simplified V1 model
cannot reproduce this rich set of dynamical phenomena, we
feel that this work is a useful first step in assessing the
efficacy of dimensional reduction techniques in the context
of neuronal networks.

We show that our data-driven dimensional-reduction
procedure is effective in capturing the dynamics of a large-
scale system of equations and is capable of predicting the
response to previously un-encountered inputs. We then
demonstrate that this procedure may be used even with
incomplete datasets.

2 Methods

2.1 Summary

The dimensional-reduction method that we present below is
based on a few simple steps. We start with a large-scale
numerical simulation of a patch of primary visual cortex.
This simulation is based on a set of differential equations
that describe the dynamics of approximately 4000 neurons,
each of which is coupled to other neurons and driven by the
LGN. By examining the output of this model, we found that
the dynamics was well-resolved on a time-scale of
approximately 50 msecs. This allowed us to perform a first
approximation to the differential equations by averaging in
time (coarse-graining).

The main goal of our analysis was to reduce the number
of equations that needed to be integrated for the simulation.
This was done by, first, performing a change of variables,
then the set of new equations resulting from the change in
variables was truncated in a systematic way resulting in a
dimensionally-reduced model (DRM). The set of changed
variables was determined empirically using an SVD of the
output from a large-scale simulation (LSS). This allowed us
to capture the bulk of the variance in the data and determine
a threshold for the elimination of relatively unimportant
dynamical modes in the data by truncation.
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2.2 Large-scale model

Our large-scale neuronal network model consists of a
system of N=4096 conductance-based, integrate-and-fire
(I&F) point neurons, representing 1 mm2 patch of V1 layer
4Cα. Individual neurons have membrane potentials, vj,
whose dynamics are described by

dv j

dt
! "gL#v j " VR$ " g j

LGN #t$ % g j
E#t$

! "
v j " VE
! "

" g j
I #t$ % f j

INH#t$
! "

v j " VI
! "

#1$

where j=1...N; VR, VE and VI are the rest, excitatory and
inhibitory reversal potentials, respectively. Following
McLaughlin et al. (McLaughlin et al. 2000), we use
reduced-dimensional units, in which only time retains
dimension (in ms): the leakage conductance, gL=50/msec.
We set VR=0 and normalize the membrane potential by the
difference between the threshold and rest potentials so VE=
4.6667 and VI=!0.6667. The lth spike time of the jth

neuron, tjl , is determined by the time at which the
membrane potential of the jth neuron reaches the firing
threshold, after which the potential is reset to the rest
potential VR and held for an absolute refractory period, τref.
We fix τref=3 (1) msec for an excitatory (inhibitory)
neuron.

The various synaptic conductances are the LGN input
conductance gjLGN , the inhibitory noise conductance f jINH ,
and the intra-cortical excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
conductances gjE and gjI :

g j
LGN #t$ ! fE

X

l

GE#t " s jl$

f jINH #t$ ! fI
X

l

GI #t " s jl$

g j
E#t$ ! S j

E

X

k

KE
j;k

X

l

GE#t " t kl $

g j
I #t$ ! S j

I

X

k

KI
j;k

X

l

GI #t " t kl $

#2$

where fE is the excitatory LGN input strength, fI is the
strength of the inhibitory noise; SjE;I are the intra-cortical
excitatory and inhibitory (resp.) coupling constants for
neuron j; KE

j;k (KI
j;k ) denotes the element of the excitatory

(inhibitory) connectivity kernel connecting neurons j and k;
GE,I describe the excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic
conductances (PSPs); and sil and til denote the lth spike time
for neuron i. The til’s are computed from the times at which
the membrane potential reaches threshold.

In the simulations discussed in this paper, the network
architecture is identical to a previously published model
(McLaughlin et al. 2000; Tao et al. 2004; Tao et al. 2006).
The basic cortical architecture, the LGN drive, and the intra-
cortical couplings are described in detail in (McLaughlin et

al. 2000; Tao et al. 2004; Tao et al. 2006). For the results of
our large-scale simulations in this paper, the intra-cortical
coupling strengths are SjE ! SE ! 0:5; SjI ! SI ! 6:0.

The connectivity kernels, KE
j;k (K

I
j;k), are modeled as two-

dimensional Gaussians with length-scales of 200 microns.
We take excitatory and inhibitory intra-cortical coupling
lengths to be the same. The connectivity is sparse: each
neuron is connected randomly to 128 post-synaptic neurons
within a radius of 250 microns.

The LGN input conductance is responsible for the
organization of both orientation preference and spatial
phase preference within this model V1 network. Orien-
tation preferences are laid out in pinwheel patterns and
the preferred spatial phase varies randomly from neuron
to neuron. The detailed parameters of the LGN drive are
the same as (Tao et al. 2006) with the only essential
difference being that here we study a simple-cell only
network. Specifically, we take the number of LGN cells
presynaptic to a given V1 neuron to be 30. Hence, every
model neuron shows simple-cell-like responses (Hubel
and Wiesel 1962; De Valois et al. 1982; Spitzer and
Hochstein 1985).

The inhibitory noise conductance f jINH is modeled as a
homogeneous Poisson spike train with rate 5000/sec and
fI=0.004.

The PSPs are modeled as unit-integral α-functions:

Gs#t$ ! q#t$ exp "t=tds
! "

" exp "t=trs
! "# $

= tds " trs
! "

where σ=E, I for excitatory and inhibitory neurons; θ(t) is
the Heaviside step-function; and the time constants are
trs ! 1 #1$ and tds ! 5 10# $ for σ=E (I) (for excitatory
AMPA and inhibitory GABAA.)

2.3 Dimensionally reduced model

2.3.1 System of equations

We start by coarse-graining Eqs. (1–2) in time. First, the
individual spikes of each neuron are coarse-grained to mean
firing rates (Shelley and McLaughlin 2002):

mj ! " log 1"1=V j
s# $

g j
T

% t j
ref

% &"1

;V j
s > 1

0 ;V j
s & 1

:

8
<

: #3$

where g j
T ! gL % g j

E % g j
I % g j

LGN % f jINH#t$ is the total
conductance of neuron j and V j

S ! g j
E % g j

LGN

!#
$VE %

f jINH#t$ % g j
I

! "
VI '=g j

T is the effective (time-dependent)
reversal potential; t j

ref is the absolute refractory period of
neuron j. To be consistent with the original I&F dynamics,
whenever the firing rate, mj, of neuron j is non-zero, the
voltage vj is reset to the rest potential, VR.
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Then, we take the limit trE;I ! 0, to yield equations for the
excitatory, inhibitory and LGN input conductances (Cai et al.
2004). For instance,

dg j
E

dt
! " 1

tE
g j
E "

X

k

SiE K
E
jk mk

 !

where tE ! t d
E.

In order to reduce the dimension of the system of
equations, we performed a linear change of variables. The
relationship between the new variables and the original
variables was given by the following equations

gV ! Vv; gE ! EgE; gI ! IgI ; gG ! GgLGN #4$

where V, E, I and G are orthogonal matrices obtained from
singular value decompositions (SVDs) performed on time
series data from a large-scale simulation (LSS). These
matrices gave the linear combinations of the original
variables, v j, g j

E, g
j
I and g j

LGN that define the new variables,
gkV ;E;I ;G. This variable transformation gives the following set
of equations

dg k
V

dt
! "gLg k

V "
X

jm

AE
kjmg

j
Eg

m
V %

X

j

BE
kjg

j
E

"
X

jm

AI
kjmg

j
Ig

m
V %

X

j

BI
kjg

j
I"
X

jm

AG
kjmg

j
Gg

m
V

%
X

j

BG
kjg

j
G "

X

j

Fkj#t$g j
V % Gk#t$

dgkE
dt

! " 1
tE

gkE " NE
k

! "

dgkI
dt

! " 1
tI

gkI " NI
k

! "

dgkG
dt

! " 1
tE

gkG " Hk#t$
! "

#5$

where

AE
kjm !

X

i

VkiEjiVmi

AI
kjm !

X

i

VkiIjiVmi

AG
kjm !

X

i

VkiGjiVmi

BE
kj ! VE

X

i

VkiEji

BI
kj ! VI

X

i

VkiIji

BG
kj ! VE

X

i

VkiGji

Fkj#t$ !
X

i

Vki f iINH #t$Vji

Gk#t$ ! VI
P
i
Vki f iINH #t$

NE
k !

P
ij
EkiSiEK

E
ij mj

NI
k !

X

ij

IkiSiIK
I
ijmj

Hk#t$ !
P
i
GkigiLGN #t$

Except for NE and NI these tensors may all be calculated
solely from V, E, I and G, and the LSS data. The two extra
firing rate terms NE

k and NI
k show that the matrices KE,I (with

weights SE,I) connect the firing rates from pre-synaptic
neurons to neuron j; this information is then transformed to
the new basis.

The last step of our procedure was to dimensionally
reduce this set of equations by truncating the number of
orthogonal eigenvectors making up the transformation matri-
ces, V, E, I and G. This singular transformation resulted in a
set of equations of reduced dimension. Finally, the
dimensionally-reduced model was solved numerically using
forward-Euler time-stepping with a time-step of 0.005 s.

2.3.2 Fitting the connection matrix

The extra firing rate terms may be understood in terms of a
pair of reduced connection matrices,

CE
kl !

X

ij

EkiSiEK
E
ij E

"1
jl

CI
kl !

X

ij

IkiSiIK
I
ijI

"1
jl

#6$

Note that we may rewrite NE
k !

P
ijlp

EkiSiEK
E
ij E

"1
jl Elpmp and

NI
k !

P
ijlp

IkiSiIK
I
ijI

"1
jl Ilpmp. Instead of using the known, full

connection matrices, we fit the reduced connection matrices
(least squares) using LSS data in the following way.

We start with

dgkE
dt

! " gkE
tE

% 1
tE

X

ij

EkiSiEK
E
ij mj

Using an integrating factor and taking an explicit Euler step
for a time-step "t, we have

g k
E t %Δt# $ ! exp "Δt=tE# $g k

E#t$ % 1" exp "Δt=tE# $# $
X

ij

EkiSiEK
E
ij mj#t$

! exp "Δt=tE# $g k
E#t$ % 1" exp "Δt=tE# $# $

X

lp

CE
klElpmp#t$

where CE is an effective reduced connection matrix.
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Putting all the gammas on the left-hand side, and
rewriting as a vector equation, we have

Γ#t$ ( 1" exp "Δt=tE# $# $"1 gE t %Δt# $ " exp "Δt=tE# $gE#t$) ' ! CEn#t$

where n(t)=Em(t) is the (vector) firing rate projected onto
the reduced subspace associated with E, the excitatory
intra-cortical conductance variables. From the data and the
SVD, we have both Γ(t) and n(t), sampled at 80 Hz, i.e.,
Δt=1/80 sec. A least-squares fit gives the effective reduced
connection matrix:

C
E ! JT N"1! "T #7$

where the superscript T denotes matrix transpose and

Jij !
X

k

ni tk# $Γ j tk# $

Nij !
X

k

ni tk# $nj tk# $

where tk denotes the (uniformly spaced) sampling times.
Restricting ourselves to fitting a diagonal effective

reduced connection matrix, we find

C
E
ii !

P
k
Γ i tk# $ni tk# $
P
k

ni tk# $) '2
#8$

The analogous formula for the effective inhibitory connec-
tion matrix, C

I
, can be derived in the same way.

Furthermore, our results (see Fig. 5(c)) show that approx-
imating the reduced connection matrix as diagonal is a
reasonable approximation.

2.4 Assessing goodness-of-fit

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) was
used to assess the goodness-of-fit for each model. A
number of standard formulas have been used for this
criterion function. We used AIC ! 2M % T ln RSS=T# $# $,
where M is the number of dimensionally-reduced variables,
T is the total number of time points, RSS !

P
p;t

"2p;t, and εp,t
is the residual (difference between the LSS data and the
DRM output) for neuron p at time t.

3 Results

We performed an extensive set of comparisons between
numerical simulations of large-scale (Wielaard et al. 2001;
Tao et al. 2004) and dimensionally-reduced models
(DRMs) of macaque V1. Each set of comparisons was

comprised of DRMs derived from N=5–10 independent
simulations. All simulations were of networks containing
N=4096 I&F neurons (75% excitatory, 25% inhibitory),
representing one square millimeter of V1 layer 4Cα, which
contained 4 orientation hyper-columns. Each neuron in this
model received uniform, strong LGN input, and had
simple-cell-like properties (Hubel and Wiesel 1962; De
Valois et al. 1982; Spitzer and Hochstein 1985).

A sinusoidally-modulated grating drifting at 8 Hz was
used to stimulate the numerical cortex. Each direction was
presented for 1 s with a typical dataset capturing 16
directions (2 directions for each of 8 orientations).

The DRMs that we compared to the above LSSs were
constructed by performing SVDs on the membrane-
potential (V), intra-cortical excitatory (E) and inhibitory
(I) conductances, and the LGN input conductance (G). The
LSS equations were then dimensionally-reduced using the
SVD eigenvectors to perform a singular coordinate trans-
formation (see Section 2). Below, we present typical results
from our investigation.

In Fig. 1, we depict four (of the many possible) standard
methods for estimating the number of eigenvectors to retain
for a DRM. Most commonly, we investigate structure in the
singular value spectrum (panel A). As may be seen in the
figure, a ‘knee’ was visible at an index of 10 for data from
an LSS with n=8 oriented drifting grating stimuli. The knee
broadened to an index of 20 or so for an LSS with n=16
stimuli and for n=32 and 64 the spectrum became smoother
with no obvious ‘knee’ (except very close to the origin at
an index of 3 or 4).

The smoothness of the spectrum for n=32 and 64 can
make it more difficult to determine a cutoff threshold for
dimensional reduction. Therefore, we found it useful to
investigate both the statistics of the time courses (i.e., the
projections) of the eigenvectors in the LSS data (panel B)
and their spatial features.

Examining the time courses for non-Gaussianity (Broder
et al. 2007) can be a useful method to discover structure.
Using this method, non-Gaussian eigenvectors were
detected using a Lilliefors test for normality, then retained
if they exhibited non-Gaussian features. In Fig. 1, non-
Gaussian eigenvectors cluster in the low index region (from
1 to 30 or 40).

We also examined eigenvectors for spatial features. As is
shown in panel C, by an index of 100 and usually for
somewhat lower eigenvector indices, there was no spatial
structure. Most of the spatial structure was captured in the
first 10–20 eigenvectors. For this investigation, we
inspected the eigenvectors visually for structure, although
tests may also be used to determine statistical thresholds for
spatial structure.

Finally, in order to determine goodness-of-fit, we
calculated the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as a
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function of the number of dimensionally-reduced variables,
M, used in the DRM (Fig. 1(d)). The AIC is a measure that
attempts to find the best trade-off between bias and
variance in a model. In our case, we are looking for low-
dimensional models that still fit the data well. The AIC
typically had a minimum when the number of dimensionally-
reduced variables, M=4(n+1), indicating that the most
parsimonious models had roughly the same number of
dimensions per variable (V, E, I and G) as the dimension of
the input stimulus.

We report on DRMs using M=80 dimensionally-reduced
variables (20 variables for each of the V, E, I and G
equations). Typically, SVDs were calculated from 16 s of
data, sampled at 80 Hz. DRMs with M<68 significantly
degraded the results. We tested M=160, 240, 320 and 400
and observed no obvious differences from the M=80
results. Unless otherwise noted, we report results from
DRMs in which the effective connectivity matrix was
estimated by fitting to LSS data (see Section 2).

3.1 Dimensionally-reduced model captures large-scale
simulation dynamics

We began by investigating how faithfully the DRM
captured the dynamics of the LSS. Since the DRM was a
coarse-grained, low-dimensional representation of the neu-
ronal network dynamics, we expected the DRM to capture
the time-varying, mean dynamics of the LSS. This ex-
pectation was borne out in our results. The dimensionally-
reduced variables representing the membrane-potential
(Fig. 2), excitatory and inhibitory intra-cortical conductance
and the LGN input (not shown) all tracked the LSS mean
dynamics accurately. In Fig. 2(a), an overall mean was
removed for the comparison. The mean of g1V in the DRM
was 40% less than that of the LSS. This was largely due to

a reduction in fluctuation-induced firing in the DRM.
Overall, 20 neurons fired no spikes in the LSS during a
full simulation (16 directions of drifting grating input over
16 s), whereas 1002 neurons fired no spikes in the DRM.
The overall firing rates in the DRM were approximately !
of those in the LSS.

3.2 Orientation preference maps display comparable
features

To compare the spatial distribution of network firing
dynamics, we calculated orientation preference maps
(OPMs). The DRMs were derived using eigenvectors with
the largest singular values and therefore represented
significant covariance in the data. These dimensionally-
reduced variables represented system variables that were
linear combinations of the original neuronal variables.
Therefore, we expected their dynamics to be more
coherent than those of the LSS. In Fig. 3, we compare
OPMs for (a) the LSS, (b) a DRM using the actual
connection matrix, and (c) a DRM using the effective
connection matrix fit from the data. The spatial distribu-
tion of orientation preferences was clearly similar across
all models. The model with the actual connection matrix
(b) better captured the stochasticity of the random
connections (both LGN and intra-cortical), whereas the
effective connection matrix OPM (c) represented a more
spatially coherent dynamical response.

3.3 Predicted orientation preferences accurately reflect
actual preferences

Above, the dimensionally-reduced variables were derived
from the same data whose dynamics the DRM was meant to
calculate. Our purpose in this line of inquiry, however, was
to derive a DRM that gave accurately predicted output from
arbitrary LGN input. To test this, we performed a set of
comparisons. First, we generated a DRM based on SVDs
calculated from data output from a single LSS (subsequent-
ly referred to as a DRM ‘trained’ on a specific data set). We
then examined its predictive capabilities by comparing its
prediction of the response to LGN input that the DRM was
not trained on with the response of an LSS to the same
LGN input.

In Fig. 4, we depict OPMs calculated from a) an LSS
simulation of the response to 16 directional stimuli (8
orientations) and b) a DRM prediction of the response to
the same 16 directional stimuli by a DRM that was trained
on different data. In c) and d), we depict a similar
comparison of actual (LSS) and predicted (DRM) OPMs
in which the DRM was trained on medium-contrast input,
but the prediction was on high-contrast input. In e) and f),
we depict a comparison between actual LSS output for 32

Fig. 1 Methods for determining the number of eigenvectors. (a)
Examination of singular values. Semi-logarithmic plot of singular
value spectra of the neuronal membrane potentials from large-scale
simulations with n=8 (solid), 16 (dot-dashed), 32 (dashed), and 64
(dotted) oriented, drifting gratings as input. Note the rapid fall off in
power as a function of the singular eigenvector index. Most of the
structure in the spectra is at low values of the index. (b) Results of a
Lilliefors test for Gaussianity of the eigen-time courses. A one (1) is
returned if the null-hypothesis that the time course is Gaussian is
violated. Note that the results are offset by a small amount for
visibility. Top line of dots is n=8, with n=16, 32 and 64 successively
below. (c) Patterns in singular eigenvectors, giV , with i=1, 2, 3, 4, 10,
30, 50, and 100. Color axes for all eigenvectors were set to their
minimum and maximum values. The first eigenvector primarily
represents the overall mean activity. Successive eigenvectors gradually
show less and less spatial patterning. (d) Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) as a function of M, the number of eigenvectors used in a DRM
trained with n=16 grating directions. The minimum is to be found at
M=68, thus 17 eigenvectors per variable gives the best trade-off
between bias and variance in model selection

R
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directions (16 orientations) and prediction by a DRM
trained only on 16 directions (8 orientations).

OPMs b) and d) predict the orientation response well.
However, only 8 orientations are represented in the
predicted response in f), when 16 were in e) the original
data to be predicted. The reason for this is that, although the
spatial distribution of the firing rate does change to capture
the extra 8 orientations, the maximal firing rate for those

cells that represent the new orientations still had a
maximum that was greater for one of the orientations in
the training data set. A movie of the DRM response to all
16 orientations can be found as supporting information (SI)
Movie 1 online. This effect may be clearly seen in the
movie, where the firing rate in response to the new
orientations is seen to be lower than that to the trained
orientations.

Fig. 2 Comparison of a large-scale simulation (LSS) and a simulation
of a dimensionally-reduced model (DRM). (a–d) The time course of
the first through fourth eigenvectors of an SVD of neuronal membrane
potentials from data produced by an LSS (dashed line) is super-
imposed on the time course of the variables associated with the same

eigenvectors calculated in the DRM (solid line). In panel a), the means
of the time courses have been removed. In both numerical simulations,
the visual stimuli were 8 Hz sinusoidally modulated drifting gratings
presented for 1 s duration for 16 grating directions (2πj/16, j=0...15).
Here, we show the response to the first eight directions
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3.4 Effective connection matrices reflect microscopic
connection structure

Important ingredients in the DRM simulations are the
effective connection matrices (see Section 2). These

matrices give the explicit relationship between the
dimensionally-reduced firing rates and the dimensionally-
reduced excitatory and inhibitory system variables in the
DRM. The effective connection matrices may be used to
infer information about the microscopic, functional

Fig. 3 Comparison of orientation preference maps (OPM). (a) Spatial
distribution of the orientation preferences of each neuron of an LSS.
(b) OPM of a DRM using the known excitatory and inhibitory
connection matrices. (c) OPM of a DRM using excitatory and
inhibitory connection matrices that were fit to LSS data (see text).

Colors: In this and subsequent OPM plots, the value !1 (dark blue)
was reserved for neurons that did not produce any action potentials
during the simulation. Values from 0 (blue) to 7 (dark red) indicate
orientation preferences from 0 to 7π/8. For these maps, average firing
rates were calculated over 16 directions (2 each for 8 orientations)

Fig. 4 Actual and predicted
orientation preference maps. (a)
OPM of an LSS of the response
to 16 directions (8 orientations).
(b) OPM of a DRM trained on
16 directions. (c) OPM of an
LSS of 16 directions at high
contrast. (d) OPM of a DRM
trained on 16 directions at me-
dium contrast (see text for
details). (e) OPM of an LSS of
32 directions. (f) OPM of a
DRM trained on 16 directions
predicting the response to input
with 32 directions. In (e) and (f),
color values from 0 (blue) to 15
(dark red) indicate orientation
preferences from 0 to 15π/8
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connectivity of neurons in the LSS from system-level
information.

In Fig. 5, we compare the actual pre-synaptic connec-
tivities of sample neurons (i.e. the neurons synapsing on
a sample neuron) with the effective pre-synaptic connec-
tivities of the same neurons as inferred from the effective
connectivity matrix obtained by fitting to LSS data and
used in our DRM simulations. Our results show a
compelling similarity between the strengths of the
inferred connectivities (fit and dimensionally reduced
from LSS data) and the actual connectivity strengths
(from the LSS).

The location of the maxima in the actual and inferred
connectivity strengths were generally the same. However,
as shown in Fig. 5(a) (panel 3) and Fig. 5(b) (panel 3, same
cell as in 5a), neurons existed for which the distribution of
inferred connectivities had multiple maxima unrelated to
the actual connectivities. Since our least-squares fit
involves inferring conductance changes from synaptic
activity in a low-dimensional subspace, these multiple
maxima are a direct result of correlated network activity.
The inferred connectivities should improve with 1) working
in a higher dimensional subspace, 2) finer temporal
sampling of the network activity and 3) longer time series.
Indeed, in preliminary work using spike timing data,
instead of coarse-grained firing rates, the inferred connec-
tivities are much improved and reflect the temporal
resolution of correlated activity. In general, we found that
the inferred inhibitory connectivities were less accurate than
the inferred excitatory connectivities.

In Fig. 5(c), we compared excitatory and inhibitory
reduced connectivity matrices with the corresponding
actual dimensionally-reduced connectivity matrices. The
actual matrices are diagonal to a good approximation. This
was the numerical justification that led us to restrict the
reduced connectivity matrix fits to being diagonal (see
Section 2).

3.5 Dimensionally-reduced models from sub-sampled data
give good predictions

Typical experimental data of neuronal systems will be
incomplete. Often only a subset of neurons within a
network can be measured. The following results are meant
to demonstrate that reasonable dimensionally-reduced mod-
els may be built on such data. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that microscopic information, such as pre-synaptic connec-
tivities, may be inferred from dimensionally-reduced
models based on incompletely sampled data.

For the results below, we generated a sub-sampled
dataset by choosing 1024 neurons from the network at
random and retaining only these neurons’ time series.
The SVD was calculated solely from the sub-sampled

data. DRMs based on these SVDs were generated. In
Fig. 6, we compare the time series of the first four
dimensionally-reduced system variables, g1;2;3;4V , represent-
ing the membrane potential with those from the LSS. As
was true for the complete original data, the membrane
potential (Fig. 6), excitatory and inhibitory conductance
and LGN input variables (not shown) track the mean
dynamics well.

In Fig. 7, we compare the OPMs of the LSS and sub-
sampled DRM. Again, these maps compare favorably. In
Fig. 8, we compare the actual and inferred excitatory and
inhibitory connectivities and the effective connectivity
matrices with similar results as for the original models
based on complete data.

4 Discussion

It is clear from the results shown in Figs. 1(d), 2 and 3 that
our dimensional reduction procedure was successful.
Coarse-grained, mean voltages, excitatory and inhibitory
conductances and firing rates were all accurately captured.
Better results could potentially have been obtained by
performing the SVDs on larger datasets. We only used 16 s
of data; however, longer time series should give better
estimates of the low-dimensional sub-space in which to
reduce the model. Further improvements could potentially
be obtained using other procedures, such as smoothing in
frequency, or other filtering methods, to determine the low-
dimensional sub-space.

Our results are limited due to our coarse-graining
procedure and our use of a relatively simple cortical model
of linear, integrate-and-fire neurons. Therefore, we cannot
make definitive conclusions concerning the generalizability
of our procedure. For instance, a more complicated version
of our cortical model has been used to investigate
fluctuation-driven dynamics; coarse-graining in time (Eq.
(3)) may fail to capture important aspects of this type of
network and therefore cause our procedure to fail. Further-
more, if fluctuation-driven dynamics is relatively incoherent
in comparison with the model that we studied, then this
might force the use of a much higher dimensional basis and
therefore reduce the efficacy of our dimensional reduction
approach. We note that our dimensional approach may be
applied to models with multiple, inhomogeous populations
and/or with neurons exhibiting more complex behavior. In
these cases, additional sets of variables would be added for
each population and corresponding SVD’s would be
calculated. The dimensionally-reduced systems of equa-
tions would take a different form depending on the specific
terms included in the original equations.

The coarse-graining did, however, allow us to neglect
fine details of spike timing that were unimportant to the
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Fig. 5 Pre-synaptic actual and
inferred connection matrices. (a)
Top row, pre-synaptic excitatory
connection kernels for select
neurons from an LSS. Bottom
row, pre-synaptic excitatory
connection kernels for the same
neurons from the corresponding
DRM. Pixel intensity denotes
the connection strength. (b) Top
row, pre-synaptic inhibitory
connection kernels for select
neurons from an LSS. Bottom
row, pre-synaptic inhibitory
connection kernels for the same
neurons from the corresponding
DRM. (c) Top row, the connec-
tion matrices projected into the
dimensionally-reduced space
(left panel, excitatory; right
panel, inhibitory). Bottom row,
the effective connection matri-
ces from a fit to LSS data (left
panel, excitatory; right panel,
inhibitory) (see text)
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dynamics of this simple-cell-only model. In principle, there
is no constraint on our developing a dimensionally-reduced
model that is not coarse-grained and therefore captures fast
network dynamics. After all, the dimensional reduction
procedure consists of a change of variables followed by a
truncation and the inclusion of all modes in this procedure
would yield a system of equations that is identical to the

original system. We would expect fast time-scales to
become important in models of more complex networks,
such as networks including complex cells, in which
gamma-band oscillations have been observed (Wielaard et
al. 2001; Tao et al. 2004).

The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate that DRMs trained on
one particular dataset could be effectively used to predict

Fig. 6 Large-scale simulation and dimensionally-reduced simulation
based on incompletely sampled data. In this DRM, temporal data from
a sub-sampled population (both excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
one-quarter the size of the total neuronal population) was used as input
data to the SVD. The DRM was then based on this sub-sampled SVD.
(a–d) Similar to Fig. 1, the time course of the first through fourth

eigenvectors of an SVD of neuronal membrane potentials from data
produced by an LSS (dashed line) is superimposed on the time course
of the variables associated with the same eigenvectors calculated in
the DRM (solid line). In panel a), the means of the time courses have
been removed
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the dynamics of similar systems that were stimulated with
different input. We showed that our procedure accurately
captured the dynamics of layer 4Cα of V1 for the range of
inputs that the DRM was trained on. The DRM was also
capable, to a certain extent, of correctly generalizing its
response to previously unseen input. However, to find a
complete DRM successful at predicting general input, a
richer set of inputs would likely be necessary. The
success of a DRM in providing a reduced-dimensional
representation of a dynamical system rests on the fact
that the dynamical system contains coherent activity that
may be summarized in a relatively small number of
linear combinations of the original system variables. In
general, the coherence found in many neural systems
leads us to expect that reduced models may be generally
helpful in understanding system-level information pro-
cessing in cortex.

The predictive power of our dimensional reduction
procedure is derived from the effective representation of
microscopic-level connection information in system-level
variables. In the dimensionally-reduced system, this infor-
mation is contained in the inferred effective connectivi-
ties. In Fig. 5, we show that, once transformed to the
original, microscopic variables, much of the connectivity
information is accurately captured. Here, by including more
SVD eigenmodes and by fitting to larger datasets, we
expect our procedure to generate improved estimates of the
connectivities.

The idea to fit the effective reduced connection matrix
with a diagonal matrix came originally from an investiga-
tion of least-squares fits of the entire connection matrix, in
which off-diagonal terms were negligible. The fact that
these matrices were diagonally dominated means that the
conductance variables would be separable if V, E, I and G
were identical. They are not. It should also be remem-
bered that the voltage equation is nonlinear and has terms
coupled by tensors and the firing rate is a non-linear

function (Eq. (3)), both of which cause mode coupling. In
our experience, neither of these may be neglected.

In Figs. 6–8, we showed that even using incomplete
data, our procedure generated accurate low-dimensional
representations of the system that we wished to model. This
is potentially of great interest to the experimentalist. In
general, the experimentalist only has access to measure-
ments from a subset of neurons. We show here, that even
with this reduced information, useful models can be
derived. In particular, we show that, an experimentalist
with no a priori information about the functional connec-
tivity of a network, by fitting an effective reduced
connectivity matrix on incomplete data, can derive infor-
mation about the micro-scale functional connectivity.

The effective reduced connectivity matrix in our dimen-
sionally reduced equations accurately models the input/
output transformations occurring at the synaptic level.
Therefore, a similar concept is likely to be applicable for
any set of equations that suitably model signal integration at
the cellular level (i.e., potentially including voltage-
dependent synapses, calcium activity, etc.). This makes this
concept particularly powerful in that it may provide a
quantitative bridge between system-level and microscopic-
level descriptions of neuronal networks. In the cases where
the network dynamics is coherent and dimensional reduc-
tion is possible, these features allow us to extract the
effective, system-level couplings between coherent modes,
while giving a reduced representation of the microscopic
connectivities. Various workers have made use of spike-
timing information to extract connectivity information
(Reid and Alonso 1995; Nykamp 2005; Nykamp 2007).
Our results here point out that by faithfully capturing
synaptic integration properties, we can indeed extract
functional connectivity information within our data-driven
dimensional-reduction framework without the need for
explicit knowledge of cellular-level connectivities.

Much systems neuroscience work has focused on
constructing parsimonious representations of functional
neurophysiological data, either at the single neuron or at
the network level. With the advent of multi-mode experi-
ments (combining simultaneously multi-electrode, local
field potential, and optical imaging techniques), it is
important to develop systematic procedures to extract as
much functional information as possible directly from data.
We have used a published mathematical model of the
macaque primary visual cortex as our model experimental
system to investigate a systems-analytical procedure of
extracting important, coherent dynamical information while
performing data-driven model reduction. Our work sug-
gests that a possible analytical framework can be based on a
combination of large, network-spanning datasets and a
well-defined dynamical systems model, whose parameters
may be extracted using data analysis tools.

Fig. 7 Comparison of OPMs for sub-sampled simulations. (a) Spatial
distribution of the orientation preferences of neurons sub-sampled
from an LSS. (b) OPM of a DRM using excitatory and inhibitory
connection matrices that were fit to sub-sampled LSS data
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Fig. 8 Comparison of sub-
sampled, pre-synaptic connec-
tion matrices. (a) Top row,
pre-synaptic excitatory connec-
tion kernels for select neurons
sub-sampled from a LSS. Bot-
tom row, pre-synaptic excitatory
connection kernels for the same
neurons from the corresponding
dimensionally-reduced simula-
tion. (b) Top row, pre-synaptic
inhibitory connection kernels for
select neurons sub-sampled
from an LSS. Bottom row, pre-
synaptic inhibitory connection
kernels for the same neurons
from the corresponding DRM.
(c) Top row, the sub-sampled
connection matrices projected
into the dimensionally-reduced
space (left panel, excitatory;
right panel, inhibitory). Bottom
row, the effective connection
matrices from a fit to sub-
sampled LSS data (left panel,
excitatory; right panel, inhibito-
ry) (see text)
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